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ABSTRACT
Critical behavior for the Schlogl model which has a liquid-gas like transition is stu-
died with the aid of the scaling theory of the dependence of macrovariables on their
spatial cutoff. Using the concept of the spatial dimensionality d, the scaling condition
for the normal fluctuations of macrovariables is considered and the critical dimensionality
dc is found. It turns out that dc=4 for this model. The critical exponents of the variance
above dc are calculated. The fluctuations in the noncritical region and in the critical
region above dc are normal and obey a Gaussian-Markov process. The fluctuations below
dc become anomalous and obey a nonlinear nonGaussian process.
§ 1. Introduction
Recently some attension has been drawn to the close analogy between transitions in
nonlinear chemical rate models and phase transitions.Oi2)The stochastic equation approach
of nonequilibrium transitions in chemical systems has given the information of the variance
and correlation length of fluctuations. But all results have so far led to classical values
of the critical exponents describing the divergence of them.3) 10)
Mori and McNeil has explored the spatial dimensionality which provides one impor-
tant parameter for specifying the stochastic properties of fluctuations and defined the
critical dimensionality ♂ in nonequilibrium system by using Mori's scaling theory of the
dependence of macrovariables on their cutoff.n) If d^>dc, the fluctuations are normal and
obey a Gaussian-Markov process and if d<^dc, the fluctuations become anomalous and a
nonlinear nonGaussian process. The purpose of this paper is to determine the critical
dimensionality for the Schlogl model2) with the aid of the scaling method and to explore
the critical phenomena depending on the spatial dimensionality.
§ 2. Schlogl Model
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S 3 . Multivariate Master Equation 
Let us consider a master equation which contains the possibility of the reaction as 
well as diffusion.4) We devide the volume of the system 9 into N equal cells, with 
each cell large enough to allow a stochastic analysis but small enough that the concentration 
of X across the cell is essentially uniform. The system is now described by the multivariate 
distribution function P(X1' X2, """ , XN ; t)~~P(X, t) where the random variable Xi is the 
number of species X in the cell i. If the cell i to the cell j transition probability per 
unit time per X molecule is dij, the master equation governing P(X,t) including both 
diffusion and the chemical reaction is 
dt P(X t) ~]~d.J{(X +1)p(X +1 Xj-1,X;t)-XiP(X t)} 
ij 
A +~{t (X +1)p(Xi+1, X ; t) -t_(Xi)P(X ; t) 
A +t+(X 1)P(X - I , X ; t) -t+(Xi)P(X; t)} , (3. 1) 
where t=(Xi) are transition probabilities per unit time which have the form 
Xt ' 
t*(X) = ~]a * ' (3 . 2) l t Xt-1) ! ' 
A and X means all those j not explicitly referred to are unchanged in value. 
We define a multidimensional generating function 
N 
G(s,t) =~] 11 sixip(X t) (3.3) ( X} i= 1 
Since P(X ; t) satisfies (3.1), G(s ; t) will satisfy : 
aG (s , t) a G (s , t) 
= ]~]d ij (sj - si ) ij 
+~]~] atG(s,t) C(1-s*)st 1(a s,al+)] (3.4) 
i I asil 
We may write mean value and correlation function equations . For this we convert to 
a continuous space labelling by the vector r, and use concentrations 
x(r,t)=X(r,t)/V. (V=volume of cell) 
Here 
dij=0, i not adjacent to j, 
=do, i adjacent to j. 
The equation of motion then becomes 
a <x(r)> DV2<x(r)>+~(k k )<x (r)> (3.5) 
at 
where D=b2do(V=bct where d is a dimensionality) and 
a~ =k~ V-t+1 . (3 . 6) 
Here we have assumed the cell size b is small compared with the typical spatial extent 
which retarns up to second of vanance of x, and have made a diffusion approximation ' 
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derivatives in space . The equation for correlation is 
a 
at <x(r)x(r )> < {DV x(r)+~](k k )x (r)}x(r)> 
+<x(r) {DV x(r )+~(k~-kT)xt (r/)}> (3.7) 
+<{DV.2x(r) +~]t (k~+k~)xt (r)}>6(r- rl) 
+2D(Vr ' Vrl)~(r- r/)<x(r)>. 
We have a description of fluctuations valid only for wavelengths somewhat longer 
than the cell length. Hence we can write 
x(r,t) = ~ /x(q,t)e~1q'r, (q<1/b) (3 .8) 
where x(q,t) is the Fourier component with wavevector q and ~~ denotes the sum over 
wavevectors whose magnitudes are less than a cutoff qc=1/b. The cutoff b is set to be 
much longer than the sublevel characteristic length Im such as the mean free path in gas 
kinetics . 
Let us introduce the stochastic equationll) 
ax (r , t) 
at = -h.(x) 
=DV2x(r,t) +~:t (kt-k~)xt (r t) +R(r t) (3.9) 
where R(r,t) is the fluctuating force generated by eliminating rapidly-varying degree-of-
freedom and can be assumed to be white on the macroscopic time scale,12),13) 
<R(r,t) ; p>=0, 
<R(r,t)R(r! ,t) ; p>=2E(r,r' ; p)~(t-t/) , (3 . 10) 
" ' 
 p> denotes the conditional average over a stationary ensemble with the value 
where < ･ ･ -
of x being fixed so as to be p and E(r,rl ; p) is the diffusion coeLficient. 
Let us now decompose x(r, t) into a deterministic motion y(r, t) and a fluctuating 
part Z(r,t) ; 
x(r, t) = y(r, t) +Z(r, t) , (3 . 11) 
and suppose that y(r,t) is determined by the solution of a deterministic equation 
ay(r t)lat= -hr(y) , (3. 12) 
with macroscopic initial and boundary conditions, and represents the systematic macro-
scopic motion. The fluctuation is described by a stochastic equation of motion, 
aZ (r t)lat= -Ahr+R(r,t) , (3. 13) 
where 
Ahr(Z ; y):~hr(y +Z) -hr(y) . (3 . 14) 
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The decomposition (3.11) is essential since the b dependence of Z(r,t) is different 
from that of y(r,t) . In order to explore their b dependences and find their asymprotic 
form in the large-scale limit b/l~->oo, we use the scaling method which is introduced 
by Mori . Denoting the macroscopic length scale of interest by l, Iet us set the cutoff b 
as l~b~l~. Then we have the scalingll)'13) 
r(~~b)~'Lr, l->Ll, ~(r)~>L-d~(r), l~H'I~, (L~1). (3.15) 
We define scaling exponents a, , If p(>a) and e by 
y~'L-ay, t->Ltt, (3.16) 
Z~'L-PZ, t~.Lot, (3.17) 
which lead to the scaled forms 
~ y(r,t) =1-ay(r/1, t/lr, l/b) , (3.18) 
Z(r,t) =1-p~Z(r/1, t/le, l/b) , (3.19) 
~ ~ where y and Z are scale invariants. Denoting the probability distribution function for Z 
(r,t)to have a value z(r,t) as P(z ; t) , the scale invariance of the probability is expressed by 
P(z , t) =P(zlp , r/1, t/lo , l/b) d(zlp) , (3 . 20) 
where P is a scale invariant . 
According to the scaling method, the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the 
nonlinear Langevin equation (3.13) is expressed by 
a dr a , =f CAh.(z,y)P(z,t)] at P(z t) V az(r) 
+ dr dr/ a a (3.21) ff V V az(r) az(r ) / CE /(y+z)P(z,t)] , .'. 
where E.,,/(y+z) is the diffusion coefficient. 
Equations (3.9), (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14) Iead to 
ay(r,t) = _h (y) 
at 
h,(y) = -DV2y(r) - ~:1 (kt-kT)yL (r) (3. 22) 
and 
aZ(r,t) = _Ah,(Z ; y) +R(r,t) , 
at 
Ah.(Z ;y) = -DV2Z(r,t) -~]l (kt- k~){(y+Z)t -yl} . (3.23) 
Similarly (3.7), (3.22), and (3.23) Iead to 
a 
at <z (r)z (r/ ) > = { - <Ah.(z , y)z (r' ) > - <z (r) Ah. / (z , y) >} 
+ < {DV2p(r) + ~t (k~+kT)Pt (r)}>6(r- r/) (3. 24) 
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+D(V, ' V･')6(r- r')<p(r)>, 
where 
p(r) = y(r) +z(r) . (3 . 25) 
From the Fokker-Planck equation (3.21) we can see that the terms in the curly 
brackets come from the drift term with (3 . 23) . Thus the remaining terms must come 
from the diffusion term of (3.21). Hence we may consider that the diffusion coefficient 
is expressed by 
2E(r,r' ; p) =2D(V" V.')~(r-r!)p(r) 
+ {DV2 p(r) + ~:t (k~ +k~) pt (r)} ~ (r- r') . (3 . 26) 
We define scaling exponents e,~ and ip for the drift and diffusion coefficient as 
follows ; 
L~ p-ehAh 
E - L~d-ipE. (3.28) 
Equation (3 . 10) Ieads to the scaling for the fluctuating force : 
R - L~(d+ip+0)/2R. (3.29) 
Since R is the internal fluctuating force generated by eliminating microvariables, R is 
related to Vh,(Z ; y) by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem of the second kind. Hence 
balancing (3.13) with (3.27) and (3.29) , we have 
p = (d +ip - e)/2 . (3 . 31) 
S 4. Fluctuations in the Schlogl Model 
For the Schlogl model mentioned in S 2, we can take 
kt=(1+~')a3, k~=(3+~)a2 
k~=3a, k~=1 . (4.1) 
Hence the deterministic equation (3.11) becomes 
ay =DV2y y +3ay2 (3+~)ay+(1+~ )a (4.2) 
at 
The stationary steady solutions of (4.2) for ~ ' =~ are given by 
y*1=a, if ~>0, (4.3) y*2,3=a(1 i: V-~ ) , if -1<~<0. (4.4) 
Let us consider small derivation with wavevecter q : 
~ y = y(q) elq' r (4 . 5) 
This derivation decays as 
a(~y)/at = - (Dq2 + r) 6y (4 . 6) 
Hence we define a characteristic length ~ as 
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~ = (D/r)1/2 (4 . 7) where 
r= rl=6a2, if ys=a, f 
r2,3=-2aa2 ify*=a(Id:V-~). (4 . 8) 
The fluctuation in the steady state ys obeys the nonlinear Langevin equation 
aZ(r,t) __Ah (Z ' +R(r t at - ' ' y,) , ) , 
Ah.(Z ; y*) = -DV2Z+ rZ+3(y* -a)Z2 +Z3 . (4. 9) 
The diffusion coefficient (3.26) is expressed by 
E(r, r! ; y, +z) =E(y, +z) ~ (r- r/) +~DV2(y,+z) ~ (r- r!) 
+D(V. ' V") { (y*+z) 6 (r- r')} , (4. 10) 
where 
h(y. +z) =~{a8(1 + 6) + (3 + 6)a2(y, +z) + 3a (y, +z)2 + (y, +z)3} 
= 4a3 + ar + 6a2 (y, - a) + (6a2 + ~T + 6 ( y, - a))z 
1 +~ (y.+a)z + (4.11) 2 -z8. 
The variance defined by 
X (r r t) <z(r)z(r ) >(t) - <z(r) >(t)<z(r') >(t) , (4 . 12) 
is governed by 
aX(r,art t) =D{V:+V~}X(r,r!) _2rx(r,r') 
- 
 (y, - a) {<z2(r) Cz(r/) _ <z(r' ) >] + < Cz(r) - <z(r) >] 
z2(r') >} - {<z8(r) Cz(r!) _ <z(r!) >] > - < Cz(r) - <z(r) >] 
z3(r/)>} +2<E(r, r/ ; y*+z)>. (4. 13) 
Let us consider the fluctuation in the noncritical region where ~a2 is not so 
and of order unity. The scaling (3.15) Ieads to 
r(~~b)~'Lr, ~->~, l~->l~. (4.14) 
A11 constants r, D, and a are scale invariants. Since V2~.L-2V2, the diffusion 
vanish. Thus equations (4.3), (4.4), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11) Iead to 
1 
a=0, 6=6h=ip=0, p==. (4.15) 2 
Taking the most dommant terms in (4.9) , (4.10) , and (4.11), we have 
aZ(r, t)/at = - rZ(r, t) +R(r, t) , (4 . 16) 
E(r, r' ; y* +z) =E(y*) ~ (r- r/) , E(y*) = 4a3 +ar +6a2(y, -a) . (4 . 17) 
The variance is given by 
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Equations (3.21), (4.16) , (4.17) , and (4.18) Iend to the following Fokker-Planck 
equation : 
ap(z,t) _ dr a 
- 
 CAh. (z , y,) P(z , t)] 
V az (r) at 
+ I r dr CE(y,)P(z,t)), (4.19) a2 * VJ V az2(r) 
where 
Ahr(z , ys) = rz(r) . 
Hence we havel4) 
Ps(z)ccexp[ O ' Ah (x,ys) dx] -f ~ 
E( y ,) 
Q 
= xp C - - Tz2 (4 . 20) J 2 4a3+ar+6a2(ys~a) ' 
Since 
P (z)y a(1 V ~)>p'(z)y,=a(1+/-6)' 
the dominant contribution comes from the P*(z)y*=a(1 / 8) Thus we can obtain the 
variance, in the limit ~ l_>~ , 
X(r, r/ , oo) = ;r~ (r- r/) , 
x =aC~L+ I + 6a(y,-a) J 
=aC4-~ +1], if ~>0, 
2 3 6 +1], If 1<~<0 
These results are the same as those derived an integral representation of the solution of 
the master equation of this model.9),ro) 
Let us next consider the fluctuations in the critical region where ~a2 goes to L-2(~a2) 
as ~~'L~. Here ~ is now assumed to be much longer than the cell size b. The scaling 
(3.15) Ieads to. 
r(~b)T>Lr, ~->L~ , l~->l~ (4.22) 
Hence D rs scale mvanent and (4.7) Ieads 
q~'q/L , r~'r/L2 . (4 . 23) 
Equations (4.3), (4.4), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11) Iead to 
a I e e 2, ip=0, p=(d 2)/2 (4.24) 
For d>4 , the Langevin equation and the diffusion coefficient take the from 
aZ(r) Iat= Dv2Z(r) - rZ(r) +R(r, t) , (4 . 25) 
E(r,r/ ;y*+z)=L(y*)~(r-r'). ~(y*)=4a3 (4.26) 
Hence we obtain 
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~e~P Ps(z) cc e , 
c~~= 13 fdr{D(Vz(r))2+rz2(r)}. (4.27) 
8a 
Let us define the Fourier component zq Of the fluctuatron z as 
zq =Q~1,fdr eiq.rZ(r) , 
z(r) = ~ zq e~iq. r (4. 28) q<1/b ' 
Equations (4 . 27)and (4 . 28) Iead to 
e~P= I 1~ 3 ~ I zq 12(r+Dq2) 
8a q<1/b 
= r Q ~ l-･q 12(1+~2 2 (4.29) 8a3 q<1/b q ) , 
where we have taken into account (4 . 7) . Thus we obtain the variance for d>4 as 
<(z )2>=g2-1 4a3 /(1 +q2~2) 
r 
4 1 =a9~1 if ~>0, T +q2~2 ' 
(_~) 1 =al~-1 2 ' if -1<6<0. (4.30) ~ 1 +q2~ 
These results show that the diffusion process is very important in the critical region . For 
d~4 , the nonlinear terms of z(r) become important and the Langevin equation with the 
diffusion coefficient takes the form 
aZ(r) =DV2Z(r) - rZ(r) -3(y,-a)Z2-Z3 +R(r, t) , (4. 31) 
at 
E(r,rl ;ys+z)=E(ys)a(r-r'), E(ys)=4a8. (4.32) 
Thus we may conclude that the critical dimensionality dc Of this model equals four, 
above which the Langevin equation is linear and below which that is nonlinear . 
S 5 . Summary and Some Remarks 
In this paper we have shown on the Schl6gl model that the critical dimensionality dc 
equals to 4 with the aid of the scaling method and the critical exponents of the varience 
are the same values as the classical ones for d>dc ' 
Mori and McNeil have figured out the critical dimensionality and the critical exponents 
of the variance for the other Schlogl model which shows the second order phase transition . 
The critical dimensionality has been shown to be 4 which is the same value as our 
model. They have also obtained that the variance corresponding to the magnetic suscep-
tibility for d>dc does not diverge near the critical point because the diffusion coefficient 
vanishes at the critical point and cancels out the critical slowing-down of the damping 
constant r･ This result is different from ours. Our model has the constant terms in the 
diffusion coefficient so that the variance diverges . Hence we can conclude that there are 
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two types of critical fluctuations in chemical reaction models which are shown the 
instability, both of which have an identical value of d. . 
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